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Discover
Menindee And help us recover.


 &% & "&$%, $15000.00
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We
 are proposing a folk/country music festival playing at local venues around town with
various artist. We will try and get these at minimal cost and local accomodation business
will provide accommodation at no cost so hopefully we can get this up and running.I have
already made phone calls to some of my contacts in the festival community and they are
showing a great amount of interest.
The date of this is yet to be determined.But we are trying not to clash with other events in
our near by area
We are also gaining some sponsorship for our local hotels and businesses.
The main reason for this festival is to try and get something going in town to rejuvenate
us after the tragic fish kill.
In addition to the above we will spend the $15000.00 with the following Budget estimate.
$2500.00 on advertising ,radio,internet and newspapers etc
$2500.00 on t-shirts,caps and other resaleable items to be sold to generate other
income.
$10000.00 to be spent performers
we also should gain some sponsorship to increase spending on the above items.
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